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Eid mubarak balloons

Pack includes 10 MULTICOLOURED balloons

'Eid Mubarak' printed in white.

3.2G HIGH QUALITY 12 " LATEX BALLOONS

Double printed

RRP: £3.49

multicoloured 'EID MUBARAK' balloons

Pack includes 10 SILVER balloons

'Eid Mubarak' printed in white.

3.2G HIGH QUALITY 12 " LATEX BALLOONS

Double printed

RRP: £3.49

SILVER 'EID MUBARAK' balloons

Pack includes 10 ROSE GOLD balloons

'Eid Mubarak' printed in white.

3.2G HIGH QUALITY 12 " LATEX BALLOONS

Double printed

RRP: £3.49

ROSE GOLD 'EID MUBARAK' balloons

Pack includes 10 GOLD balloons

'Eid Mubarak' printed in white.

3.2G HIGH QUALITY 12 " LATEX BALLOONS

Double printed

RP: £3.49

GOLD 'EID MUBARAK' balloons



Eid mubarak foil letter balloons

Rose gold 'EID MUBARAK' auto-

seal foil balloons.

16 inch

helium free 

Comes with a hanging string 

RRP: £8.99

rose gold eid mubarak foil

letter balloons

Gold 'EID MUBARAK' auto-seal foil

balloons.

16 inch

helium free 

Comes with a hanging string 

RRP: £8.99

gold eid mubarak foil

letter balloons

Silver 'EID MUBARAK' auto-seal

foil balloons.

16 inch

helium free 

Comes with a hanging string 

RRP: £8.99

SILVER eid mubarak foil

letter balloons



Eid mubarak cake toppers

1 x metalic silver - acrylic cake topper

protected with film on both sides

W: 10.6cm H:15cm  

Thickness: 1.3mm

RRP: £4.99

 Silver METALlIC ACRYLIC medium

eid mubarak cake topper

1 x metallic gold - acrylic cake topper

protected with film on both sides

W: 10.6cm H:15cm  

Thickness: 1.3mm

RRP: £4.99

gold METALLIC ACRYLIC medium eid

mubarak cake topper

1 x metallic acrylic gold - acrylic cake

topper

protected with film on both sides

W: 15cm H:17cm

Thickness 1.3mm

RRP: £7.99

gold metallic acrylic large  eid

mubarak cake topper

1 x metallic silver - acrylic cake topper

protected with film on both sides

W: 15cm H:17cm

Thickness 1.3mm

RRP: £7.99

SILVER metallic acrylic large  eid

mubarak cake topper



Eid mubarak mini cake toppers

10 cupcake toppers

Made with quality glitter paper

W: 7.2cm H: 3.8cm

RRP: £4.99

SILVER eid mubarak

cupcake topper

10 cupcake toppers

Made with quality glitter

paper

W: 7.2cm H: 3.8cm

RRP: £4.99

gold eid mubarak

cupcake topper



100cm x 20cm paper banner

RRP: £3.99

black and gold eid mubarak banner

100cm x 20cm paper banner

RRP: £3.99

 navy and silver  eid mubarak banner

Eid mubarak banners

100cm x 20cm paper banner

RRP: £3.99

white and gold  eid mubarak banner



Eid mubarak BUNTINGs

24 x 17cm/each card 

250gsm coated paper

10flags

double side printing 

pre-assembled

RRP: £4.99

WHITE and gold eid mubarak bunting

24 x 17cm/each card 

250gsm coated paper

10flags

double side printing 

pre-assembled

RRP: £4.99

BLACK and gold eid mubarak bunting

24 x 17cm/each card 

250gsm coated paper

10flags

double side printing 

pre-assembled

RRP: £4.99

NAVY and SILVER eid mubarak bunting



Eid mubarak decoration sets

1 x white and gold Eid Mubarak banner (includes 10 flags)

10 x rose gold latex balloons

1 x white and gold Eid Mubarak banner (100cm X 20cm)

RRP: £11.99

WHITE and gold eid mubarak decoration set

SET INCLUDES:



1 x black and gold Eid Mubarak banner (includes 10 flags)

10 x gold latex balloons

1 x black and gold Eid mubarak banner (100cm X 20cm)

RRP: £11.99

BLACK and gold eid mubarak decoration set

SET INCLUDES:

Eid mubarak decoration sets



1 x silver and navy Eid Mubarak banner (includes 10 flags)

10 x silver latex balloons

1 x silver and navy Eid Mubarak banner (100cm X 20cm)

RRP: £11.99

SILVER AND NAVY eid mubarak decoration set

SET INCLUDES:

Eid mubarak decoration set



mosque, moon and star cookie cutters

4 pcs of stainless steel cookie cutters. Each set includes:

1 mosque cookie cutter

1 moon cookie cutter

1 star cookie cutter

1 minaret cookie cutter 

RRP: £7.99

SET INCLUDES:



eid mubarak foiled stickers

Silver gold foiled stickers

Printed on gloss paper

Hand printed

12 in a pack

35 x 35mm

RRP: £3.49

SILVER GOLD EID MUBARAK FOILED STICKERS

Rose gold foiled stickers

Printed on gloss paper

Hand printed

12 in a pack

35 x 35mm

RRP: £3.49

ROSE GOLD EID MUBARAK FOILED STICKERS

Gold foiled stickers

Printed on gloss paper

Hand printed

12 in a pack

35 x 35mm

RRP: £3.49

 GOLD EID MUBARAK FOILED STICKERS



eid mubarak sweet/candy gift boxes

pack of 5

210g pearlescent paper

5 x 5 x 8 cm

White with gold inside.

RRP: £3.99

eid mubarak sweet/candy gift boxes - white

pack of 5

210g pearlescent paper

5 x 5 x 8 cm

Gold

RRP: £3.99

eid mubarak sweet/candy gift boxes - GOLD



WHOLESALE  enquiries

Orders of £150 - £399:  40% wholesale discount

Orders from £400 - £999: 45% wholesale discount

Orders from £1000 - £2000: 50% wholesale discount

Orders over £2000: 55% wholesale discount

Delivery within 3 - 5 working days in the UK

To place an order please contact us at

info@mubarakmemories.com

WHOLESALE PRICING

DELIVERY AND OTHER INFORMATION


